Guardians of The Galaxy Feature Matrix

Main
Guardians of the Galaxy Pinball features the best of the beloved franchises' sci-fi, humor and action
Attractions Original score music and other pieces composed by Ken Hale
All models feature striking original hand-drawn art by artist Christopher Franchi
Talking Groot bash toy with motorized jaw locks balls for Multiball action
Orb toy exposes the illuminated Infinity Stone
Drop target with trip coil locks & releases balls to qualify Orb Multiball
8 interactive game play modes
HD video scenes from the original film associated with game play modes
High fidelity sound system
Limited Edition includes Mirrored Backglass, Art Blades & Shaker Motor
Pro

Game
Features

Backglass
and Art

Hardware
and Trim

Lighting

General

Production limited to 600 machines
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern
Designer Autographed by game designer John Borg
Serialized number plate
Shaker Motor
Groot bash toy with motorized jaw
Groot 4 ball lock mechanism
Custom molded Groot arms
Rocket figurine with coil assisted gunfire recoil
Rocket figurine (static)
Motorized Orb mechanism opens and closes to reveal the illuminated Infinity Stone
Orb toy (static) in open position with illuminated Infinity stone
Drop target with trip coil virtual ball lock
Three playfield magnets in the middle of the playfield to divert balls and create multiball chaos
One playfield magnet in the middle of the playfield to divert balls and create multiball chaos
Guardians of the Galaxy bar target
2 Control gate divert mechanisms at top lanes
3 RGB LED multicolor pop bumpers
3 Pop Bumper
5 Hadron Enforcer & 2 Groot stand-up targets
2 Flippers
2 Spinners
Two high-speed ramps that extend through the backpanel
4 Flashing LED ramp mini mars domes
Ball scoop kickback
Illuminated vertical feature-billboard
Ramp decals at ramp entrances
Limited Edition exclusive theme Full Color High Definition decal material cabinet art
Premium model exclusive theme Full Color High Definition decal material cabinet art
Pro model exclusive theme Full Color High Definition decal material cabinet art
Limited Edition model original themed mirrored and screened artwork on glass
Premium model original themed translite
Pro model original themed translite
Out of this World art blades
All models feature hand-drawn plastics art
All models feature exclusive art by Christopher Franchi
Snap-Latch front molding
RGB LED Hadron Enforcer (smart button) on front molding
All new EZ Slide cabinet brackets for smooth and easy playfield access
Traditional playfield rod supports
Powder-coated steel bottom arch
Powder-coated steel and wood backbox with color themed T-molding
Powder-coated gold side armor, hinges and front lockdown molding
Powder-coated black wrinkle finish legs, side armor, hinges, and front lockdown molding
RGB LED lighting for inserts throughout the playfield
Shot arrow RGB LED lighting
RGB LED lockdown molding Hadron Enforcer (Smart Button)
General illumination LED lighting (red, white, blue)
General illumination LED lighting (white)
SPIKE-2 electronic system with switching power supply
Stereo High-Fidelity sound system with 3 channel amplifier
Separate treble and bass adjustment
CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification
6 Balls
Ball shooter with auto launch feature
Traditional Coin Door
Modular computer style cord
**subject to adjustment**
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